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“The goal of the game development team working at EA Vancouver is to create a realistic, hyper-realistic football game
experience,” said Jon Slivka, director of FIFA. “The best way to deliver the same high quality of play experience is to
simulate the real-world conditions in our motion capture suits. The specific type of conditioning, physical demands and
tactics each of our 22 players undergoes helps create the most authentic match experience possible. EA Vancouver’s
team of engineers, artists and programmers understand the way our players are trained and these data sets play a key
role in creating a match that is authentic to the experience that our fans are used to.” EA SPORTS FIFA 22 introduces
"HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from real-life players playing a complete, high-
intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-
ball actions is used to power the entire FIFA game experience. The specific type of conditioning, physical demands and
tactics each of our 22 players undergoes helps create the most authentic match experience possible. The development
team working at EA Vancouver understands the way our players are trained and these data sets play a key role in
creating a match that is authentic to the experience that our fans are used to. FIFA 22 introduces 22 new faces: Alex
Hunter is a young boy from Texas who trains with former Premier League star Gareth Bale. His love for ball has given
him the chance to reach the heights of the elite tier in FIFA and the dreams of his dad. is a young boy from Texas who
trains with former Premier League star Gareth Bale. His love for ball has given him the chance to reach the heights of
the elite tier in FIFA and the dreams of his dad. Carles Cuadrat is a Spanish right-back from Barcelona. He is an elegant
player with outstanding physical and tactical attributes. He trains with former Spain internationals Carles Puyol, Joan
Capdevila and Sergi Roberto. is a Spanish right-back from Barcelona. He is an elegant player with outstanding physical
and tactical attributes. He trains with former Spain internationals Carles Puyol, Joan Capdevila and Sergi Roberto. Steven
Beitashour is a former MLS star who now plays for the San Jose Earthquakes in the US MLS. He is a defender who likes to
attack on set-plays and generate goals through crosses or dribbles.

Features Key:

FIFA 22 innovates on an all-new aerially-focused dribbling system, plus overhauled player dribbling animations.
Create the ultimate team and take your organisation to the promised land.
Impressive new lighting effects add depth to the game's environments.
FIFA 22 includes a number of new gameplay features.
 FIFA Mobile players can now use Precision Dribbling successfully, for the first time in FIFA.
Improvements to the goalkeepers and their reactions to the ball have been made.
Innovative, immersive ‘Ultimate Team Moments’ take you to new heights.
A global training facility, the first in the FIFA series, introduced.
New stadiums and branding for all 32 of the world's top nations.
A new story mode takes you through the troubled history of a volatile region. Play as the locals and follow your
legendary Pro into and out of the limelight.
New The Journey Mode where thousands of moments are scored and challenges overcome - create the life of a
pro.
 All-new Weigh-in Engine: use the popular and crowd-pleasing skill of The Roulette to transform your prettiest
sunset shots into super thundery blasts to stun opponents.
New 1-on-1 Ultimate Team mode.
New Cross Bar Challenge, anyone? Over a million poker chips on the line.
Achievement hunting is easier, and there are hundreds of new Contenders and hundreds more Challenge goals.
Improved Matchday Moments, including the ability to rewind historic and famous matches. You can also share
the moment from the touchline, your place in history.
Over 75 Skill tricks, including new thumping and touching skills.
Free-kick, Corner, Penalty, Long, Specialist, Rushing, Bomb, Acceleration, Dodge, Block and Cross.
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FIFA is the world’s most popular football videogame franchise. Originally released back in 1992 on the MS-DOS platform,
FIFA and its franchise were sold on over 50 million units since its release. Since then, FIFA has been translated into 11
languages and has been distributed in over 100 countries worldwide. This year, FIFA returns to its roots on Xbox One
and PlayStation®4 with the same highly-acclaimed gameplay that has made the franchise a global phenomenon. FIFA’s
success is built on a foundation of innovation, core gameplay, and deep partnerships with sports and media partners.
Why FIFA is so popular? FIFA is recognised by millions of gamers worldwide as the best football videogame out there.
We’ve collected an exhaustive list of what makes FIFA the best! Some of the additional benefits include: Deep gameplay
across the board: A selection of new challenges makes FIFA more playable for all types of players, allowing the finest of
footwork and tackles. Realistic ball physics: The ball reacts to every touch with an almost-realistic physics and surface-
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sensitive response, giving it added life. This includes a new, more accurate touch model. All-new gameplay innovations:
The introduction of the revised Direct Kick system allows players to control the direction of the kick by themselves.
Improved control over the ball: Thanks to refined control methods, players can now earn and save control of the ball and
execute crisp one-touch manoeuvres. FIFA Fan’s Eye View (FEV): The world’s first football game to fully immerse fans in
the action and let them play in any role, anywhere. Your every move is visible on screen like never before, so you can
experience the thrill of the sport as if you were on the pitch. Annualized partnerships with sports and media partners:
FIFA has the largest sports media and marketing infrastructure in the world, with more than 100 licensed brands
covering many different sports. FIFA connects with fans by making football more social and gaining a deeper
understanding of teams and players on a personal level. Legacy of innovation: Faced with a strong, intelligent, and
passionate audience, FIFA is continually improving its match engine, adding features and rolling out gameplay
enhancements. EA SPORTS Season Ticket: The best football experience is only possible with the upcoming Season
Ticket, a new subscription service that offers a whopping 50 additional players, a selection bc9d6d6daa

Fifa 22 X64 (Latest)

Thanks to the all-new version of FIFA Ultimate Team, you can now select and play your favorite manager in different
roles, such as goalkeeper, left-back, left-winger, etc. You can also choose to buy items including kits and premium
players from the in-game store or auction. As well, those who have played FIFA Ultimate Team before on previous
consoles and PC can transfer their Ultimate Team groups between PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. EA SPORTS Football Club
– FIFA 22 introduces the brand-new FIFA Football Club mode. Take charge of your favorite teams and have your say in
the most authentic club environment ever made. Build, train and play your way up from the youth squads to the best
clubs around the world. Ultimate edition is also available, with customisable kits, player appearances, team badges and
more all available for purchase. Create your own club and compete in the in-game Club Tournaments, then send your
best players to play against the biggest clubs in the world. EA SPORTS BIG – FIFA 22 introduces authentic control
movements, responsive AI and all the best elements from FIFA 17 and FIFA 18. The addition of the long-range shooting
mechanic gives players a new attacking opportunity and provides the opportunity to create even more goals and free-
kicks. Players can now also create their own masterpieces on pitches featuring the new FIFA Master technology. Through
this technology players can create the ‘recipe’ for any player on the field and finalise that ‘dish’ with the ‘plasticity’ of
the actual pitch on which the game is played. EA SPORTS A&E – FIFA 22 lets you live a tournament from beginning to
end. Prepare to face teams from all around the world by setting up new or managing an existing team. You can play
your way up from the lower leagues to the top. Challenge your friends in up to 8v8 online multiplayer matches against
other FIFA football clubs using a variety of game modes, all in true FIFA fashion. You can also play as a goalkeeper or a
striker and lead your squad to victory. EA SPORTS FORCE – FIFA 22 introduces a full range of gameplay animations,
including ‘tactical dribbles’ allowing players to spin on the spot for a single-minded move. The new Force Impact
technology allows players to control their players with true first person touch, whether it’s a shot or a pass, a pass
through the defenders or

What's new in Fifa 22:

Take on the ultimate Real-Deal Challenge in Hero League mode for one
week only.
Play any course you fancy. Any league on any platform. For one week
only in Summer 2018. Share your Top 10 moments with the world on
the all-new FIFA Ultimate Team Moments Showcase.
FIFA Ultimate Team is now available cross-play. Play your beloved FIFA
games anywhere, anytime on any supported platform.
New and improved dribbling in almost every area of the game, with
more unpredictable and spontaneous shots on goal.
An improved Run mode that encourages more dynamic and aggressive
off-ball movement.
A new Custom Draft mode. Mock your opponents in all game modes
with Custom Draft thanks to the new Leaderboard Draft, and Watch
Draft.
A new order of battle: XG. XG sees attacking teammates form an arc
that surrounds the defender they’re assigned to, helping them recycle
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possession.
Defend like a pro. The D-pad, kicking, and skill moves in Defend have
been improved, along with the Rush function.
FIFA Story introduced Football Explained
Over 750 new cards
The return of Street Sport Mode
New ‘Pitch Recycling’ mechanic giving away possession.
Timed Matches.
New ‘Gear Based’ Pass Quality Improvement System.
FIFA Online.
A brand-new weather system.
A brand-new Pitch Type system for all manner of real-world surfaces.
Brand-new environments with their own challenges and effects, like
snowballs and fog.
Brand-new graphics tech and lighting.
New animations and physics to bring in a whole new level of realism.
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion
capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete,
high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data
collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball
actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
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